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We professional production : Welding is the union of pieces of metal by fusing the opposing surfaces that 

have been made molten by heat. Processes similar to welding include brazing and soldering. Allied 

processes include the removal and cutting of metals. Common heat sources are the electric arc and oxy - 

gas flames. Gas welding/cutting entails heat being applied to the metal by the flame from a torch in which 

a gas, such as acetylene, is burnt with a supply of oxygen or air. gas welding and cutting kit,gas welding 

and cutting equipment,welding and cutting arc and gasGas Welding and Cutting,Manufacturer, Supplier, 

Factory, Exporter in china. 

Gas cutting machine 
Positions:→Gas cutting machine 

Gas cutting machine (We can Provided OEM service)  

 

Product Model: Gas cutting machine 

Product Name: Versatile Cutting Machine VCM 200 

Product Feature: VCM 200 Portable Cutting Machine The versatile VCM-200 is a precision, tractor-t...  

 

Product Model: Gas cutting machine 

Product Name: Portable oxy fuel cutting machine IK-12 

Product Feature: he body of the machine is made of qrests erosion. Light,Compact,easy to carry ...  

 

Product Model: Gas cutting machine 

Product Name: Portable Cutting Machine Carriage MAX-3 

Product Feature: Unique drive system allows infinate speed range adjustment using constant speed ...  

 



Product Model: Gas cutting machine 

Product Name: Pipe cutting machine PICLE-1 

Product Feature: Manually operated portable pipe cutting machine with a chain and gear driven dri...  
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cutting machine  
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Other related category : Gas Welding and Cutting, Arc Weldings, Welding and Cutting Accessaries, 

Punching, Aluminum Casting and Machining,  

 

View Our   

 

You also may use these words to find this website:  

CHILON offers high quality portable oxy fuel cutting machines designed for applications such 
as pipe cutting, beam cutting, circle cutting and shape profile cutting. Most of our portable 
equipment may be used for both oxy fuel bevel cutting and I cutting. Many of our customers 
affectionately call them a bug, because of their compact size, ability to carry heavy loads and 
some can even crawl vertically. Portable plasma cutting is also possible with select models.  
 
Each portable cutting machine is designed to provide smooth high quality cuts using right 
cutting tips. Cuts done with a Chiloc portable make fit up better and prepare the surface 
properly for welding. Machines such as our IK-12 Max3 can perform a single pass double 
V-groove bevel cuts, saving time and money. 
 

profile gas cutting machine,automatic gas cutting machine,portable gas cutting machine 
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